Matte Polyester Embroidery Thread
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Not to shine is
a state of mind

Frosted Matt is a polyester thread with a matte finish for industrial embroidery machines, offering true colours without reflections. Available in
two weights, it’s a great match for outstanding embroidery designs, creative
accents, contours and contrast in thread mixes and for decorative sewing.
The lint-free surface ensures good running properties even with small
needles and provides for minimal puckering on stretchy fabrics.

Colourfast “true” colours with LF 6-8
(except neon colours, which have LF 3-4)
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®,
product class I (suitable for baby and kidswear)
Made in Germany
Sharp contours and contrast for dimensional embroidery,
highlights and lettering
Shows the design’s elements with accuracy,
precision and clarity
Unique look for high quality embroidery designs

Frosted Matt thread is available in two weights with dtex 180 (Frosted Matt 40) and
dtex 350 (Frosted Matt 30). Please adapt the designs to the thread and test for the
optimal settings on your machine depending on your fabrics, backing, needle and
machine.

The original matte embroidery thread (since 2007)
100% polyester

Art. No. 940
10 x 2,500 m

Art. No. 942
10 x 1,000 m

dtex 180 (90 x 2)
den 160 (80 x 2)
60/8 - 75/11
201 colours
Stitch density:
approx. 0.3 - 0.4 mm
Indicative thread tension:
80 - 100 gf or cN
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Optically like a 40 thread (where the name comes from), this thin thread is to be
used like a 55-60 weight thread. It runs with the finest needles without harming
delicate fabrics. Use it for sharp contours, fine lettering, small or very small details, to create contrast in thread-mix designs or just as your creative heart tells
you.
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Thick non-reflective machine embroidery thread
100% polyester

Art. No. 944
10 x 2,500 m
dtex 350 (175 x 2)
den 320 (160 x 2)
70/10 - 80/12
96 colours
Stitch density:
approx. 0.5 - 0.6 mm
Indicative thread tension:
100 - 125 gf or cN
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This thick, real 30 weight thread is made for eye-catching volume embroidery
and larger surfaces. Use it for fillings, backgrounds, decorative stitching or
sewing and dimensional designs with or without 3D foam, as well as for larger
lettering. Create stylish embroidery effects on denim, shoes, accessories,
streetwear, outdoor garments and many more.
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AVANT-GA RDE
Frosted Matt threads are comparable to no other thread.

The “cool” matte appearance makes Frosted Matt the perfect thread for
eye-catching decorative embroidery and embellishment.
Delight your customers with its classy, vibrant and avant-garde look.
Spoil yourself with its high performance on embroidery machines.
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Create your matte designs right now and discover Frosted Matt at

madeira.com/frostedmatt
order samples
check the technical data sheet
choose your colours
discover inspiration and examples
get DST files for testing
find your local partners
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We are looking forward to supporting you

